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Candidates
disqualified

Election 2017

#morethanideas
Photograph by Katherine Yeager

Metzger and Chesbro were disqualified
because they had incomplete
qualification paperwork.

Sophomore Tom Metzger, a computer science and cybersecurity major, decided to run for Student Body
President last semester and asked
fellow sophomore Robert Chesbro,
a communications major, to join his
campaign as Vice President. They
decided upon the campaign mantra “Make Taylor Yours” to represent
their passion to create a campus that
is for everyone.
On Thursday Feb. 16, Student Body
President Nicole Arpin discovered
that Chesbro’s paperwork for office
was incomplete. As a result, Metzger
and Chesbro were eliminated from
the election.
The paper that was not signed listed qualifications for the role including probation status, demonstrating
an active faith, maturity and good
standing in the classroom and residence hall. The paper had spaces for
a teaching faculty and residence hall
director to sign.
Though Metzger and Chesbro are
officially out of the election, according to current Student Body President
Nicole Arpin, both Metzger and Chesbro have stated they will run again
next year.
echo@taylor.edu
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Candidates Aaron Voss and Bella Purcell
share their campaign platform at the
Election Forum Wednesday night.

Aaron Voss for Student Body
President
Year: Junior
Major: Political Science, Philosophy and Economics (PPE)
Minor: Psychology
Leadership Roles at Taylor: Special Events Coordinator for World Opportunities Week (WOW)
Bella Purcell for Student Body Vice
President
Year: Junior
Major: PPE
Minor: None
Leadership Roles at Taylor: Admissions CREW and former Secretary
for the International Student Society

Voss/Purcell Platform:
1. Improve Accessibility: Become
more communicative to students and make campus more
handicap accessible
2. Taylor World Outreach: Pay
students on the TWO executive
cabinet
3. Counseling Center: Continue to
strengthen the relationship that
current Student Body President
Nicole Arpin and Vice President
Adam Wright began
4. Dining Dollars: Show students’
Dining Dollar balance on the
Taylor App
5. Informed Citizenship: Start a civility-focused organization and
bring lecturers to campus on civility-related issues
Forum Summary:
Voss grew up in Upland with seven
brothers who also attended Taylor.
Over the years, he’s been immersed
in Taylor and come to know the community and its needs. “This campaign
is almost a culmination of all of this
passion and desire that I’ve had for
campus to become more accessible
to the student body,” Voss said. Voss
and Purcell hope to make Taylor more
efficient and accessible for students
through their five campaign core values and strategies. They have been
developing these since last November.

#OhNemni

Oh/Nemni Platform:
For Taylor to be a place to seek
truth in love and dialogue and disagree respectfully.

Photograph by Elyse Horb

Candidates Chin Ai Oh and Noah
Nemni reveal their campaign
posters at a kick-off event.

Chin Ai Oh for Student Body
President
Year: Junior
Major: PPE
Minor: None
Leadership Roles at Taylor: Former Co-President for the International Student Society, Head Usher at the
Taylor Theatre, Calling and Career Office Intern and Co-President of ASIA

Forum Summary:
If elected, Oh and Nemni hope to foster organized debates between professors and guest lecturers about
issues with which students are engaged. Oh hopes that such debates
would encourage students to ask
good questions, listen well and learn.
Both candidates desire to encourage
students to meet with them over coffee (or tea) and voice their thoughts.
Nemni encouraged students not only
to vote for them but also to join TSO
and become an active part of action
on campus.
echo@taylor.edu

Noah Nemni for Student Body Vice
President
Year: Junior
Major: Christian Ministries
Minor: None
Leadership Roles at Taylor: PA
on the Brotherhood (Broho) for two
years

Candidate comparisons
Photograph by Cassidy Grom

Maintenance reported the three
floods in English occurred because
of a clogged water softener

English laundry
room floods
three times
Thursday
Sources say water
softener is to blame
Cassidy Grom
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Yesterday, junior Hannah Johnson
went downstairs around 3 p.m. to retrieve her clothes from the laundry
room in English Hall. To her surprise,
she was greeted by about an inch of
standing water.
A housekeeper, who wished not to
be quoted by The Echo, pushed the
water into a drain on the floor with a
rubber floor squeegee. She explained
the room had flooded two previous
times that day, with the first incident
occurring around 1 p.m.
During the first two accidents, water spilled from the laundry room into
the concrete hallway. Junior Jessica
Nesselrodt said the water didn’t make
it to the carpeted residential wing of
the English basement, known as Cellar. The housekeeper explained there
was a problem with the water softener. According to an article by PopularMechanics, a water softener replaces
calcium and magnesium—elements
found in hard water—with sodium,
making it soft water, which is better
for washing clothes, hair and skin.
Two maintenance staff workers
stood in the adjacent maintenance
room where there were also puddles
of water. They confirmed there was
a problem with the water softener: a
clog needed to be cleared.
echo@taylor.edu

Your guide to who
they are and why
they’re running

Katherine Yeager
News Co-Editor

Chin Ai Oh & Noah Nemni

Juniors Chin Ai Oh and Noah Nemni seek to speak the truth in love
through their campaign for Student
Body President and Vice President
in their campaign for Student Body
President and Vice President.
Oh first became interested in running for SBP her sophomore year.
After returning from Oxford last
semester and seeking the counsel
of friends and her sister, Oh decided to run and asked Nemni to join
her campaign.
From their first meeting, Oh and
Nemni discussed what it would
look like for students to disagree
in love.
Oh, a PPE major and international student from Malaysia, watched
the U.S. from Oxford. She was frustrated and saddened by the reactions surrounding the election but
felt as though she couldn’t do anything from abroad. Nemni watched
the election from campus as a PA on
the Brotherhood (Broho). A Christian Ministries major, Nemni was
also grieved by the disunity on campus surrounding the election.
“We want to say that, yes, we’re
all pursuing a certain truth,” Oh
said. “We’re all pursuing ‘capital T’
truth as well; we can do that in love,
and we don’t need to tear each other down.”
She remembers attending seminars and debates during her time at
Oxford where two people from opposing viewpoints would take the
stage and tear apart each other’s arguments but not each other.
Oh and Nemni see their role as
the question and answer period after a heated debate. They want to
ask, learn and listen to students and

the administration. By asking good
questions, they believe they can encourage students to think in different ways and yet feel supported in
their views.

“We want to say that, yes, we’re
all pursuing a certain truth,”
Oh said. “We’re all pursuing
‘capital T’ truth as well; we can
do that in love, and we don’t
need to tear each other down.”
“We are both very relational people, and that’s a good thing because
this is such a relational role—we get
to have one-on-one meetings pretty much all week long,” Nemni said.
If elected, Oh and Nemni hope
to foster similar organized debates
between professors and guest lecturers about issues with which students are engaged. Oh hopes that
such debates would encourage students to ask good questions, listen
well and learn.
Both candidates desire to create space for students to meet with
them over coffee (or tea) and voice
their thoughts. Nemni encouraged
students to vote for them, but also
to join TSO and become an active
part of change on campus.

Aaron Voss & Bella Purcell

Junior Aaron Voss first became interested in running for Student
Body President (SBP) in 2015. Frustrated by the lack of bowls in the
DC, he wondered how he could become involved and started asking
people how he could make a difference. After his friend faced frustration while using crutches around
campus, Voss began to ask how
Taylor could become more handicap accessible.
An Upland native, Voss grew up
knowing Taylor well. He had seven brothers who attended the

university before coming there himself. Last fall, he decided to officially
run for Student Body President with
junior Bella Purcell, his vice presidential running mate and an international student from Spain who
came to love Taylor through her
time spent working in the Admissions Office on CREW. Both Voss and
Purcell study Political Science, Philosophy and Economics (PPE); Voss
has a minor in psychology.
Their campaign has five core values for what they’d like to accomplish on campus:
1) Improve accessibility, 2) pay the
TWO executive cabinet, 3) continue
to strengthen the relationship with
the Counseling Center grown by
current SBP, 4) include Dining Dollars on the Taylor app and 5) foster
informed citizenship.
Purcell hopes that if elected, she
and Voss would utilize social media to inform and update students
on the state of their projects as
they meet with members of Taylor
administration. She sees a disconnect between students and TSO and
hopes that they could be a bridge to
foster a more personal relationship
with students.

“Through that uncomfortability
comes something constructive,”
Voss said. “We have to find
that line between pacifism and
constructivism. We’re trying
to build people up, but not be
so nice that we just completely
forget what we stand for.”
Another way the running mates
hope to connect with students is
through one of their values: informed citizenship. Purcell noticed
an abundance of programs, teams,
weeks and chapels with a global focus but little about what it means
to be a Christian citizen in the U.S.
For Purcell, basic citizenship

literacy involves knowing how
to call a senator, get an absentee
ballot and understand basic fiscal policies and what government
positions such as the Secretary of
Education actually do. Voss and
Purcell see a program highlighting issues of citizenship and civility emerging from an office like OIP
or TSO.
Voss sees misinformation as the
source of logical fallacies and complacency. He hopes that the Taylor
community will develop convicted
civility by discussing pressing topics
like the refugee crisis, homosexuality, abortion and what it means to be
a Christian in a world of decadence.
He and Purcell want to organize a
series of guest lectures where speakers visit to discuss these and other
sensitive topics.
“Through that uncomfortability comes something constructive,”
Voss said. “We have to find that line
between pacifism and constructivism. We’re trying to build people up,
but not be so nice that we just completely forget what we stand for.”
According to Voss, the biggest
policy they hope to institute is to
provide payment for TWO executive cabinet members. The TWO
salaries would require a $1.50 raise
of tuition for all students over a total of four years. Purcell remarked
that this is less than it costs to buy
a drink at the Jumping Bean. While
not every student is involved in
TWO, Voss calls students to consider this as contributing a small
amount for those who have spent
endless hours doing things often
taken for granted.
“We care about what TWO is doing and this compensation that we
have in store allows us to say, ‘Hey,
the work that you’re doing is good
and we stand behind it,’” Voss said.
Voss hopes the potential for payment will provide an incentive and
source of appreciation for cabinet members.
echo@taylor.edu
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cybersecurity
Taylor’s CSE department
creates new major
Annabelle Blair
News Co-Editor

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

A few students in the Software Reverse Engineering and Analysis class, pictured above, prepared for class by spending
a day in Washington D.C.. (L to R) Junior Luke Josten, seniors Mitchell Mays and Jordan Wright, professor Jonathan
Geisler, seniors Matt Hall and Caleb Dinsmore, professor Dannie Stanley and junior Jonathan Ruggiero.

a one-day trip to Washington, D.C.
Accompanied by Stanley and Jonathan Geisler, associate professor of
computer science and engineering,
the students visited Lockheed’s Washington, D.C . facility to engage in an
initial client meeting. Trip expenses
were completely covered by the grant.
Stanley said he and Geisler brought
the students on the trip to help students expand their horizons and the
career prospects available to them after Taylor.
“I think sometimes they get a little tunnel-visioned with the kind of
work they get into, so I just want them
to have all the opportunities that are
due them,” Stanley said. He encourages the CSE majors to pursue grad

school and engage in further research
within computer science.
Junior Jonathan Ruggiero is majoring in computer science with a concentration in intelligent systems with
systems. He plans on dropping systems and switching to the cybersecurity major in the fall. “Cybersecurity
is way deeper into the actual science
mind,” Ruggiero said.
According to Ruggiero, systems
works with software and code, while
cybersecurity allows students to focus
specifically on cybersecurity teamwork and efficient software development. The new major will prepare
him for grad school, which Ruggiero
is considering attending.
echo@taylor.edu

Behind

the Headlines
An in-depth analysis
of international affairs
Photograph provided by Wilson Alexander

It’s been created and has a list of
classes established, but Taylor’s cybersecurity major doesn’t officially
exist—at least, not yet. Current students will be allowed to enroll in the
major when the catalogue comes out
in August, and incoming students can
declare it now.
Lockheed Martin, a worldwide
global security and aerospace company, awarded Taylor’s Department
of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) a $100,000 grant in December. The funds indicated professional
recognition of the creation of the
new major, officially titled Computer Science/Cybersecurity.
Cybersecurity, loosely defined as
computer and network security, is
currently an emphasis within Taylor’s computer science major. However, the new cybersecurity major
course load will require students to
take major-specific core computer
science classes as well as 4–5 security courses.
Taylor’s CSE department created
the new major primarily to attract
available funds from grant-awarding institutions, according to Dannie
Stanley, assistant professor of computer science and engineering.

“If there (wasn’t) the prospect of
getting grants, we wouldn’t have a
separate major,” Stanley said. “Because the major itself is pretty much
a computer science degree—it’s just
kind of ‘flavored.’”
The cybersecurity market is expected to jump from $75 billion in 2015 to
$170 billion by 2020, according to a
Forbes article, which speculates the
area of study will be a high-demand
career field. As a hot topic in current
U.S. news, cybersecurity education is
frequently inquired about by prospective Taylor students, Stanley said.
Lockheed’s grant provides funding to Taylor’s entire CSE department.
The grant encompasses student security research for Lockheed’s Advanced
Technology Labs, which students will
work on in Taylor’s Software Reverse
Engineering and Analysis course.
Senior Caleb Dinsmore, a computer science major with an emphasis in
artificial intelligence and president
of Taylor’s cybersecurity club, is one
of the students performing research
for Lockheed.
“The fact that we got this grant to
do this work that is so interesting
and so different from what Taylor has
done in the past is so amazing,” Dinsmore said. “We’re setting up systems
we didn’t know we would need until
the semester started.”
For Dinsmore and three other
students in the Software Reverse
Engineering and Analysis course,
classes began on Sunday, Jan. 29, with

Visit theechonews.com for
this month’s Behind the Headlines, “Iran at a crossroads”
with Wilson Alexander!
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“I had one driver who took flowers to a
lady (on Valentine’s Day), and he gave
it to her, and she started to cry,” Howlett
said. “And the driver goes, ‘Well, it
made me cry.’”
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“Night to Shine”

Local church hosts
prom for those with
special needs
Marian Douglas
Local Editor

On Feb. 10, The River Community Church’s worship center turned
into a dance floor. Balloons and paper snowflakes hung from the ceiling.
Music pulsed through the room. Most
importantly, the room was filled with
people enjoying the night.
This was all part of Night to Shine,
an annual event put on by the Tim Tebow Foundation at churches around
the world.
The foundation describes the event
as “an unforgettable prom night experience, centered on God’s love, for
people with special needs ages 14
and older.”

“I actually thought this was
better than my prom,” Helms
said. “You could be yourself
rather than feeling like you
had to put up your walls. I
think Night to Shine is about
letting people be themselves.”
Every guest of the prom came
dressed-up and was paired with a volunteer, known as a “buddy,” upon arrival. Between 20–25 Taylor students
participated as buddies at The River’s
Night to Shine.
“Being a buddy is just being there
for the guests; being their friend,”
freshman Analiese Helms said. “You
are their advocate for the night.” She
first heard about the event during her

J-term course on diversity in the classroom. Several other students from the
class also volunteered.
Helms was paired with a guest
named Melissa who lives in a group
home near Upland.
Helms said that Melissa was relatively inexpressive for most of the
night. “But then there were moments
when she would just smile this smile
of pure joy.”
One of those times occurred when
“Uptown Funk” played. “Melissa just started singing at the top of
her lungs, ‘Saturday night, and we’re
in the spot!’” Helms said. “She was
so excited.”
Later that night, Helms and Melissa joined a conga line that wrapped
around the entire worship center.
“I actually thought this was better than my prom,” Helms said. “You
could be yourself rather than feeling
like you had to put up your walls. I
think Night to Shine is about letting
people be themselves.”
Beyond dancing, every church involved provided several other accommodations for both fun and practical
reasons. These included hair and
makeup stations, shoeshine areas
and limo rides as well as a meal that
took into account various food allergies, a sensory room for overstimulated guests and a respite room for
parents to relax.
The River also provided manicures
and back massages in the respite
room for the guests’ guardians.
The night ended with a crowning
ceremony. A video from Tim Tebow
told the guests that they were made in
love and that everyone was blessed to
get a chance to love these guests. After the video, every guest was named

Photo by Marian Douglas

Night to Shine guest Melissa pauses from dancing to take a photo with her buddy, Taylor freshman Analiese Helms.

prom king or queen.
“One girl came up to me and said
‘I’m the queen! I’m the queen,’ and I
said ‘Yes, you are a queen,’” administrative assistant at The River, Judy
Plotner, said.
This was the first year The River
took part in this event and the third
year for the event in general.
Though the church was prepared to
receive a few more than the 135 registered guests, they were shocked to welcome 171 guests in total. Around 250
volunteers helped to support Night to

Shine at The River. Those who volunteered in other areas became buddies
for the many walk-in guests.
The River Community Church
heard about the event in October,
and, when they first received the instructions for the event, they were
overwhelmed.
“Usually you’d be doing this during
the summer, so we had hit the ground
running,” Plotner said. The 60- to 75page manual seemed daunting, but
the church found it was full of great
tips and insights and included an

Owned by Don Howlett, Kelly’s The Florist shop prepared over 1,600 orders for Valentine’s Day this year.

Floral frenzy
Marion flower shop
works hard before and
after each Valentine’s Day
Brianna Kudisch
Features Editor

Don Howlett is one prepared florist.
Armed with a brand new copy of
The Farmer’s Almanac, a color-coded delivery sticker system and a folder thick with past order information
since 2002, Howlett knows the best
way to tackle Valentine’s Day is to be
equipped with the right tools.
As the owner of Kelly’s The Florist
shop in Marion, Indiana for the past
20 years, Howlett has been through
quite a few Valentine’s Days and
knows the chaos it brings each year.
The amiable, bespectacled florist organizes everything for the shop’s busiest holiday, totaling over 1,600 orders
between Feb. 8 and 14 for this year.
From assigning each delivery driver

to a specific area (Upland is one location, for example) to tracking orders to
ensure they are delivered to the correct
recipient, Howlett plans and prepares
to make sure Valentine’s Day in Grant
County goes as smoothly as possible.
“It’s overwhelming because everything needs to go out in a day,” Howlett said. “We try to get things out a
day ahead of time if we can, too; we
talk to customers and say ‘Would you
care if they went out the day before?’”
But unforeseen circumstances—
mostly weather and traffic—sometimes prevent orders from being
delivered on time. One year, flowers
weren’t the only item delivered on Valentine’s Day. Couples and singles alike
also received 14 inches of snow, which
created icy and hazardous roads for
delivery trucks.
In the case of bad weather (30 degrees and below or especially windy
days), plastic bags are secured around
each order, ensuring their safety from
the elements. This year, the weather

was wonderful, according to Howlett. And weather is something Howlett has on his mind months before the
red and pink holiday arrives.
“I buy a Farmer’s Almanac in the fall
to see what the weather will be like
for February,” Howlett said. “(But) the
last couple years, it hasn’t been terribly accurate.”
Although Howlett can’t control the
weather, he can control the way he
organizes deliveries—through his
color-coded system. Businesses are
tagged with a green dot, schools get a
yellow dot and funeral-related orders
have a blue dot. Green, yellow and
blue dot items are sent out first, and
then residents’ flowers are delivered.
If delivery drivers aren’t able to find
the recipient on Valentine’s Day, the
drivers will return to the address until
they (hopefully) find them. According
to Howlett, being the delivery driver
is the best position to have at a flower shop because drivers are the ones
who see each recipient’s expression

Photo by Brianna Kudisch

and response.
“I had one driver who took flowers
to a lady (on Valentine’s Day), and he
gave it to her, and she started to cry,”
Howlett said. “And the driver goes,
‘Well, it made me cry.’”
Those particular flowers, a dozen
white roses, were sent from the recipient’s children. Her husband regularly
sent the same order to his wife, and
once he passed away, their adult children carried it on in his place.
Amidst the sentimentality, the shop
experiences crazy days. “It’s a zoo,”
Judy Fornshell, an employee of ten
years, says about Valentine’s Day.
People also occasionally come
along with unusual requests. Fornshell recalled one person who asked
if the shop could put lottery tickets in
their order. She declined.
Extra drivers were brought in on
Valentine’s Day to help offset the
massive amount of deliveries, but the
design team, which consists of Howlett and three others, handled the arrangement of all the orders. Along
with the drivers and designers, there
are two salespeople, and both Howlett’s wife and sister-in-law helped
with the big day.
“We try to keep it as tight a ship as
we can, yet cover everything,” he said.

easy-to-follow structure for the event.
Despite their late start, The River considered Night to Shine a great
success.
“It was much better than we
thought it would be, and it’s something we definitely want to do at The
River,” Plotner said. The River is already making a to-do list for next
year’s Night to Shine. Plotner said
that at the top of that list in bold, capitalized letters is “WE ARE STARTING
IN JUNE.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Employee Bill Hanna preps
arrangements for delivery.

The aftermath of Valentine’s Day
brings both relief and exhaustion.
Howlett reviews everything, from orders to deliveries to drivers. Becky DeLong, who’s worked at Kelly’s about 10
months, said the day after consisted
of mostly cleanup and getting things
back in order.
Despite the craziness of Valentine’s
week, Howlett finds his job as a florist
rewarding. From creatively designing
each floral arrangement to imagining
the reaction each bouquet will create,
he views the shop as a form of ministry.
“I don’t own this building; I don’t
own this shop,” Howlett said. “God
owns it, and I just work here; that’s
how it works.”
Howlett noticed a photo at Hobby Lobby featuring a bird and a boat,
with the verse from Proverbs 16 about
committing to the Lord whatever
you do. The verse now hangs above
his desk both as a reminder of what
he believes and as an opportunity to
share his faith with others.
“Years ago there was a survey done
on what makes people feel good,” he
said. “Flowers were the number one
(answer). There’s something about a
fresh flower that’s pretty and blooming and it just lifts your spirit.”
echo@taylor.edu
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When the curtain falls
A professor’s childhood
in communist Poland
Rayce Patterson
Distribution Manager

The noises of the night include
many things. They don’t often include the thunder of gunshots in
the street. They don’t often include the clanking of tear gas grenades thrown onto balconies or the
thrumming of military planes patrolling the starlit sky.
These are Professor Renata
Kantaruk memories, who was
born and raised during one of the

most pivotal moments of modern
Polish history, when Poland was
under the rule of the military.
Kantaruk grew up behind the Iron
Curtain in a time when Poland
was deep in communism. During
her high school and college years,
she lived through the fall of the
Berlin Wall and the period of
transition in Eastern Europe from
communism to capitalism. While
she remembers these events quite
clearly, Kantaruk doesn’t feel affected by them psychologically.
“If you’re a child, you kind of just
take things as they come, and you
think of them as normal,” Kantaruk

said. “A lot of things now—when quite overwhelming.”
I look back—were really bizarre,
After the turmoil was over, Kanbut they were just part of [my] life, taruk went on to get her Bacheand [I] didn’t really think anything lor of Arts in teaching English as
about them.”
a Foreign Language and her MasBut when the Berlin Wall finally ter of Arts in English Philosophy
fell in 1989, it created a shift in Eu- while still living in Poland. Later,
rope that even Kantaruk felt.
Kantaruk attended an internaShe remembers before the
tional Christian conference
Wall fell, grocery stores
in Austria. It was there she
were practically empty,
met her husband, a Taylor
but things changed alUniversity professor. Afmost overnight.
ter they married, Kanta“It felt like the next
ruk decided to move to
day the shelves were full
the United States to be
of different types of growith her husband in
ceries . . . from dif2004. Around that
ferent locations,
time, Stephen
[some] made
Bedi, who was the
provost emeriin Poland but
also imported
tus, was interestgoods,” Kantaed in starting a
Photograph provided by taylor.edu
ruk said.
Teaching
Professor Renata Kantaruk has been a Taylor
English to
“It was
faculty member for many years, sharing insight
Speakers of
on language and world relations.

Second Center Olson

Open House

Valentine’s Day open house

Get your picture with
George Bush and your
favorite 2co Valentines!
Gabby Carlson &
Aubree Devisser

Life & Times Co-Editor &
Staff Writer

The “heart of Olson,” otherwise
known as Second Center, reached
over 200 students on Monday night.
Their Valentine’s Day open house
attracted more women than men,

but the event was popular enough
to draw George W. Bush in. A kissing booth was nestled in the back,
where 2co women handed out Hershey’s kisses to their lovesick guests.
Visitors could also write an anonymous letter to their VC (visual
crush) just in time for Valentine’s
Day. Overall a successful night,
Second Center brought together
the single and the taken and maybe even a few lonely hearts were
brought together in the very heart
of Olson Hall.
echo@taylor.edu

Showdown Scores

DECORATIONS
WING INVOLVEMENT
ORIGINALIT Y
Photograph by Aubree Devisser

Sophomores Rachel Breuer and Sophie Finlay share
laughter and love at their Second Center open house.

OVERALL EXPERIENCE

LEADERSHIP*﹢*ADVENTURE

The M.A. in Outdoor and Adventure Leadership
is the only master’s program that oﬀers truly
immersive leadership training. With courses in
marketing, finance, and hospitality, you will be
ready to develop the next generation of disciples
through camp ministry.

wheaton.edu/adventureleaders5

Other Languages (TESOL) course
at Taylor and offered Kantaruk an
instructor’s position.
“That was additionally attractive
to me because I knew that if I came
here I would have something to do
within my profession and vocation,”
Kantaruk said.
Now, over a decade later, Kantaruk is still training students to teach
English in Taylor’s TESOL program
and even took students back to Poland in 2005 and 2006. In the past
few years, Taylor has regularly sent
students to Poland on Lighthouse
trips, and Kantaruk teaches these
students about Polish culture and
gives crash courses in how to teach
the English language. She even
helps other Taylor students teach
English as a Second Language in
Marion to people wanting to become U.S. citizens.
echo@taylor.edu
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“We aren’t all called to be part of a lifechanging mission. That’s okay.”
When WOW becomes “ow”

February 17, 2017

Post-Valentine mixtape
Four songs to cheer
you up after single
awareness day

2. “Dreams Come True” – Brandon
Flowers
When The Killers’ lead singer tells

guitar riffs, fast tambourines, addicting accents and being happy, then
this song is for you.

Braden Ochs

Songs for Single People

Staff Writer

Everyone needs a good pick-me-up after Valentine’s Day (also known as Single
Awareness Day). I’ve curated a short list
of the best, upbeat songs to cheer you up
during a week like this one:

you dreams really do come true, what
else can you do but smile? When
heavy drums, blasting trumpets and
Flowers’ unique voice finds their
way into your ears, you know it’ll be
a good day.

3. “POP 101” – Marianas Trench
If you have ever wondered how artists write pop music, this song is for
you. This hilarious song shows how to
write a cliché pop tune and all in the
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spirit of fun. This song is guaranteed
to make you laugh, and as a bonus,
you will be able to write a best-selling pop song in no time.

4. “Rollercoaster” – Bean
Listening to this lesser known artist can help you rock a room. Plus, it’s
way more fun if you make rollercoaster motions as you sing along.
echo@taylor.edu

WOW ORGANIZATION
WORD SEARCH

1. “Then I Met You” – The Proclaimers
Who doesn’t like Scottish people
cheering you up? Well, when you hear
Scottish twins rocking out, your day
will be instantly made. If you like: cool

Chrysa’s corner

Graphic Illustrated by Isabelle Kroeker

When WOW becomes “ow”
Mission work isn’t
for all of us
Chrysa Keenon

Life & Times Co-Editor

This week, a sea of tables awaited
students at the top of the DC. There
hopeful hands of adults you’ve never met itched to pass out pamphlets
for Christian summer camps and mission abroad trips. You probably didn’t
know some of the organizations represented. You might have wanted to
serve with another your whole life.
That, ladies and gentlemen, was
World Outreach Week (WOW).
I’ll be honest—the booths at the
top of the DC intimidated me. Whenever I didn’t stop to talk to someone
with an open attitude and brochures
at the ready, I felt a small amount of
guilt. What if I was being called by

God to stop to talk to that person
or organization, and I completely
ignored them because I was late to
advanced media writing?
I haven’t served on a mission trip. I
haven’t been proactive with converting non-Christians, and I haven’t ever
had a deep conversation with a person
from another faith to try to get them to
know God. However, this doesn’t make
me a bad Christian. My desire for people to know God is still there, and my
drive for world change is still present.
My obedience to God’s will exists
in the simple expression of getting
up every day and going to classes.
We aren’t all called to be part of a
life-changing mission. That’s okay.
Our calling in life might lead us to
be students or tutors or piano teachers. Every act we do should be done
for whatever calling we feel led to,
thus glorifying God in the process.

So if you spoke to a ministry member at a booth this week and felt a
sense of peace, don’t question it. Follow your instincts, and the Holy Spirit will lead you to where you need to
be. If you spoke to a representative
and it didn’t feel right, then maybe
that particular mission work isn’t for
you. God might be wanting you to
serve him in another way. If you’re
like me and avoided eye contact with
those people, don’t worry.
God likes to surprise us. You might
have never thought you would be
working as a summer camp counselor and training young people to play
paintball during day while learning
about Jesus at night. But, that might
be how God uses you to touch another
person’s spirit. Life doesn’t give you a
syllabus. God tends to catch us by surprise when we least expect it.
echo@taylor.edu

AfricaInland
HelpingHands
BoazProject
Navigators
ChosenPeople
OneChallenge
CMFInternational
Oneway

Cru
RafikiFoundation
DestinyRescue
Shepherdcommunity
Emmaus
WorldGospel
GreaterEurope
WycliffeBible

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
“There’s room
for you on my
bicycle built for
two.”
- Allison White

Photograph provided by friend of Allison White

“I just really
love love.”
- Eustace Jacob
Smarrella

TOP
TWEETS
Taylor Puitz @
 taylorediting
Alert: The solar powered dancing
toys are gone from the DC
window. I repeat: THEY ARE
GONE! It’s ﬁne. I’m not panicking.
I’m ﬁne #tayloru

Photograph provided by friend of Eustace Jacob Smarrella

Echograms #TaylorU

Ashlyn Mortensen @
 AMortensen14
Nothing screams “commuter”
more than carrying a
brightly colored lunch
bag around the library
#someonehelpmehidethisthing
#tayloru
Lakota Hernandez @khernando15
Let’s hope that my future is as
bright as this speaker’s pants.
#tayloru
Roscoe Rea @Roscoe_Rea
went to my 8AM without drinking
coﬀee like i usually do. it’s ﬁne,
everybody makes mistakezzzz
#tayloru
Olivia Miller @OliiviaaMillerr
I tried to swipe into my dentist’s
oﬃce with my ID. I guess a world
outside of campus does exist
after all #tayloru
Cat Allocco @catallocco
My prof on Tuesdays & Thursdays
doesn’t let us wear leggings to
class & i don’t think he realizes
HOW MUCH IT SCREWS
EVERYTHING UP #tayloru

@carissa_zaffiro
Blessed to have such wonderful roommates that we can
live like sisters and love as friends. #421 #tayloru

@bexalner
BUCKET LIST MOMENT! Got to introduce one of my favorite professors
in chapel today. Thanks for the awesome opportunity and excuse
to get back on campus, Dr. Dre! #graduate #tayloru #chapel

Shelby Cline @Shelby_Cline
How to spot an Exercise Science
major at Taylor: They are standing
and refusing to use the chair next
to them while doing homework
#tayloru

A&E

“If they are consistent enough (in practicing),
we give them a name,” Grubb said. “If they
are in the Learner’s Combo, they are a ‘jazz
kitten.’ After that, they become a ‘cat.’”
Meet the Jazzy Jungle Cats
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Meet the Jazzy Jungle Cats

Junior Joshy
Kongmaneechachawal
Cat Name: Puma
Instrument: Electric Guitar
Quote: “Caleb plays all my solos.”

Junior Gardner Stewart
Cat Name: Jaguar
Instrument: Tenor Saxophone
Quote: “Remain focused, pursue
your vision and trust in God.”

They’ve got brass
Grace Hooley
Staff Writer

“A-one, a-two, a-one, two, three . . .”
Cue the toe-tapping and swing
dancing. One of Taylor’s musical gems,
the Jungle Cats, has been bringing
jazz to Taylor’s campus for four years,
and these nine men bring this music
to life through their jokes, genuine encouragement and jazz prowess.
These “cats” have learned the
meaning of jamming. During practices on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
junior Caleb Grubb coordinates
the orderly chaos. Grubb lines
up gigs, organizes rehearsals and
runs the group’s Instagram account: “taylorjunglecats.”
Professor of Music, Instrumental
Music, Wind & Jazz Ensembles Al
Harrison is in charge of the group.

Freshman Jeff Clendening
Cat Name: House Cat
Instrument: Bass
Quote: “Are you feeling it
now, Mr. Krabs?”

He recommends people to Grubb and
is present for the required auditions
but allows the group to operate mostly under student leadership. Faculty
adjunct Jeff Anderson directs the Jungle Cats and helps with music during
Tuesday rehearsals.
Joining this group requires students
to be in a second ensemble called
Learner’s Combo. These individuals
are chosen by Harrison, and the elite
players may audition for and join the
Jungle Cats. Freshman Isaiah Aubert
is the newest member of the Jungle
Cats, and the Chorale’s Valentine’s
concert was his first performance
with the group.
“I really like it,” Aubert said. “I was
nervous at the beginning, but it’s a
really chill environment.”
The Jungle Cats refer to themselves using a secret name from
when the group first began called:
“Big Al and the Jungle Cats,” but

Freshman Isaiah Aubert
Cat Name: Snow Leopard
Instrument: Piano
Quote: “It’s all part of the performance.”

Freshman Anders Soderquist
Cat Name: Lion
Instrument: Baritone Saxophone
Quote: “Single, and
ready to mingle.”

Harrison changed it to just “Jungle Cats” later. The name refers to
the 1940s and ’50s when jazz musicians called each other “cool cats.”
One of the band’s original members, Jeff Janiszewski (’14), would
play into this joke by wearing a tiger tie during performances. To
continue this tradition, each member of the Jungle Cats is given a cat
persona that represents them.
“If they are consistent enough (in
practicing), we give them a name,”
Grubb said. “If they are in the Learner’s Combo, they are a ‘jazz kitten.’ After that, they become a ‘cat.’”
The Jungle Cats usually perform on
campus. They have been asked to do
private events such as weddings, the
Upland Christmas tree lighting and
parties. They hope to continue performing on campus, and they would
like to add more student events, like
playing in the DC during lunches or

Sophomore Bryson Shelor
Cat Name: Aslan
Instrument: Percussion
Quote: “Anders is single.”

Junior Braden Ochs
Cat Name: Pink Panther
Instrument: Trumpet
Quote: “If we had horses,
the country would be
more stabilized.”

in the Campus Center.
There are some challenges within
the group at times, though. Things
such as communication, scheduling,
equipment set up and take down can
bother these “cool cats.” They do their
best to work together to overcome
these hurdles, but it takes time.
These nine guys work hard, but they
enjoy what they do, including the
chill atmosphere, camaraderie and
relationships. Sophomores Bryson
Shelor and Ethan Garratt enjoy the
improvisation that happens naturally.
“I absolutely love improvising,” Garratt said. “That is how you truly know
that someone is an expert at their
instrument.”
The band had their fair share
of inside jokes and funny stories.
Soderquist once got stuck in a Taylor van after a performance and
also made his concert suit filthy
while helping Grubb move his

Paul Jacobson
Contributor

5.“Preoccupations”
– Preoccupations
Preoccupations follows up their fantastic 2015 release with another very
strong album. The band continues to
dole out tight, well-written post-punk
tunes. Though the album does falter
a bit in the middle with the shorter
songs “Sense” and “Forbidden,” things
pick back up for the last two tracks,
with the finale “Fever” being one of the
best album closers I heard last year.
FAVORITE TRACKS: “Anxiety,” “Zodiac,” “Memory,” “Degraded,” “Stimulation,” “Fever”
LE AST FAVORITE TRACK S:
“Forbidden”
4. “Marked For Death” – Emma
Ruth Rundle
Soul-crushing and brooding; endlessly murky and sludgy. There are
hundreds of similar adjectives that
I could use to describe “Marked For
Death.” Songs are atmospheric and
vast, as if they could fill the sanctuary
of a gothic cathedral, with Rundle lurking in the shadows, waiting to burst
forth. Then the chorus hits—and the

stuck car from the mud after a different performance.
Gardner Stewart will sometimes
dance by waddling like a penguin,
only to be later joined by Soderquist. There isn’t a dull moment with
these guys.
“We have a good time,” Grubb said.
“We give each other a hard time, but
we all really enjoy playing music. It’s
good to have the group just to do that.
It’s a very eclectic group of people, but
that makes it fun.”
All of the guys have one thing they
love about the Jungle Cats: jazz. The
music slips into their lives and into
our hearts. The players’ passions,
skills and personalities are found
in every syncopated note. Stewart said, “We are one big, happy,
groovy family.”
The Jungle Cats can be reached at
caleb_grubb@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Sophomore Ethan Garratt
Cat Name: Iberian Lynx
Instrument: Percussion
Quote: “Not with that attitude!”

A&E Events
My Top 5 albums of 2016

Junior Caleb Grubb
Cat Name: The Jungle Cat
Instrument: Trombone
Quote: “Anders is a hunk!”

songs come to life, like some sort of
reanimated corpse. Convoluted and
potentially incoherent similes aside,
“Marked For Death” is a dreary and
visceral experience not to be missed.
FAVORITE TRACKS: “Marked For
Death,” “Protection,” “Heaven,” “Real
Big Sky”
LEAST FAVORITE TRACKS: none
3. “Synthia” – The Jezabels
If I had to sum up this album in one
word, it’d be euphoric. Each track has
an undeniably catchy and exhilarating chorus and displays a ferocity unlike anything else I heard in the past
year. The album is dynamic and expansive, completely filling whatever space
you’re listening in. Though this is only
number three, it’s the one album on
this list I’d strongly urge everyone to
listen to. “Synthia” is maximalist pop
music at its absolute finest.
FAVORITE TRACKS: “Stand and Deliver,” “My Love is My Disease,” “Smile,”
“Unnatural,” “Come Alive,” “Pleasure
Drive,” “Flowers in the Attic,” “If Ya
Want Me,” “Stamina”
LEAST FAVORITE TRACKS: none
2. “Wishlist EP” – Lina Tullgren
There’s a sense of longing embedded in each track on “Wishlist.” “I wish
I didn’t have to grow up so fast,” Tullgren sings on “Older,” a sentiment that

All photographs by Ruth Flores-Orellana

everyone has felt at some point. Tullgren’s music and lyrics are probably best
described as raw; exploring themes such
as why we love, why we hurt others and
many others. The music itself is sparse
and lo-fi, as Tullgren experiments with
different chord progressions and arpeggios. Her vocals are twangy at times and
incredibly evocative and emotional at
others. I’d highly recommend this EP.
FAVORITE TRACKS: “Watchdog,”
“Older,” “Wash,” “Grace,” “Home”
LEAST FAVORITE TRACKS: none
1. “Nostalgia for Infinity” – Sound
of Ceres
I first heard this album back in February, and it’s been on repeat ever since
then. The singles are great as standalone
tracks, but the album is at its strongest
when taken as a whole. Many of the
songs seamlessly flow into one another,
smoothly gliding the listener around a
dreamy, wintery soundscape. The synths
shimmer, the melodies soothe and the
vocals feel weightless, as if they’d get
blown away by a stiff wind. Though it’s
a fairly slow-moving album, the music is
hardly ever boring, as the band constantly explores new ideas and themes in each
song. The album closes with the outlier “Dagger Only Run,” which exhibits a
danceable, albeit sleepy, beat. I could envision hearing it in a dance hall–if that
dance hall had breaks for nap time with
cozy blankets and warm milk.
FAVORITE TRACKS: “Pursuer,” “Ember Age,” “Hand of Winter,” “Kingfisher,” “Dagger Only Run”
LEAST FAVORITE TRACKS: none
echo@taylor.edu
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“However, filmmakers must choose their
actors wisely, as people will take note of
which groups are underrepresented in film
casts.”
Represent!
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Quit faking it
Fake news is eroding
our faith in truth
Becca Robb

Co-Editor In Chief

“I don’t know what to believe with all
this fake news right now,” my friend
said with a shrug. “You just can’t trust
the media.”
Her words stung—I am the media. But fake news is tearing a hole
in people’s already worn trust in
news sources.
People make up fake news stories to deceive others. People try to
sneak them in as credible journalism
to take advantage of political unrest
in America.
Even though fake news is a serious problem, not all of the media is
fake and corrupt. Nothing is ever that
simple. When I think of strong journalism, I think of Spotlight. I think of
Watergate. Darkness corrupted our
communities, and reporters shone a
light into those communities.
But fake news makes a mockery of
true journalism. Its most dangerous

effect is that it erodes people’s trust
in reality. People start to ignore the
facts because nobody is sure what is
true anymore. And we need to arm
ourselves against this effect.
Here are some ways we leave ourselves vulnerable to fake news:

1. We settle for easy answers.
People love quick answers. Here’s
a tip: most answers can’t fit in 140
characters or less. It takes discipline
to ask hard questions and then sit
down for the long answers. We can
combat fake news by becoming more
familiar with true news. Maybe that
means downloading a news app, like
Feedly, or making Google News your
browser’s homepage.
2. We live in fishbowls.
We tend to seek information that
backs up what we already believe.
It’s like we’re swimming around and
around in the same muddied water
in a fishbowl, never wondering what’s
on the other side of the glass. Many
of us only read the news our friends
post on Facebook. And sometimes it’s
good to hear from the other side.

3. We assume all news is true.
Use this three-step litmus test to
make sure a story is true: 1) Make sure
a well-known news source reported
on it, 2) find the author’s name and
3) find names of sources in the story.
If a story is real, big news sources like
The Indianapolis Star and New York
Times will report on it. And be careful—fake news sites often mimic reputable news sources. Make sure the
URL doesn’t have a “.co” at the end, like
“bbc.com.co.” If you still aren’t sure
about a story, check Snopes.
My friend is right—you can’t trust
the media. You can’t trust the media
just like you can’t trust the workers
who built your home, or the engineers who designed your computer, or the nurses who checked
your pulse. You can’t trust them because they’re people, and people
make mistakes.
Just like I’m responsible as a journalist to be accurate, we’re all responsible to be alert. Let’s be critical media
viewers but also remember the people—the journalists—on the other
side of the screen.

How do we find truth among lies?

So do me a favor: Don’t trust everything in this article. Listen to it well.
Let it simmer. But don’t assume I’m
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right about everything. This is your
first exercise.
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When do stereotypes in
movies become harmful?
Rebekah Hardwicke
Contributor

Film director D.W. Griffith is known
for transforming cinema with groundbreaking technical advances. In addition, he is perhaps the best example
of an artist who used harmful stereotypes in movies. His film “The Birth of
a Nation” (1915) is credited by sources
such as the Los Angeles Times with rebirthing the KKK. The second wave of
the KKK emerged the same year as the
release of Griffith’s movie, continuing
the horrific tradition of the first wave,
which had ended in the 1870s.
Griffith followed this with the epic
masterpiece “Intolerance” (1916)—
made as a response to the so-called
intolerance of those who disapproved
of his earlier film. “Intolerance” differed from Griffith’s earlier work
in its conscious lack (although not
complete elimination) of stereotypes.
When we compare the two Griffith
films, along with other works, some
indicators of negative stereotypes in
film quickly stand out. Here are a few
indicators of stereotype exploitations
in film:
1. A film stereotypes a group of people when it portrays them as less
than human. A film often implies
this when it portrays members of
a certain race, gender, religion, etc.
performing harmful acts. “Birth of
a Nation” portrays black people as
sexually aggressive and less intelligent than other people groups. This
consequently makes black people
seem worse than other humans and
denies the truth of universal human
fallenness. Whether the film does so
for comic relief or simply from pure
ignorance, negative stereotypes devalue any films that exploit them.
2. A film stereotypes a group when
it portrays certain group traits as
absolute. This happens even if the
writers attempt to fix the problem
by giving a single negative trait to
multiple groups. The movie “Amistad” avoids this. In this underrated
gem of a movie, so-called Christians, along with other groups,
are portrayed as racist. However,

Photograph by Halie Owens

Managing stereotypes in storytelling is key.

Spielberg avoided negative stereotypes by placing other Christians in
the movie who are not racist. This
idea is summarized by author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie: “ . . . the
problem with stereotypes is not that
they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one story become the only story.”

representation (or lack thereof) in film,
art and society. Accurate understanding of negative stereotypes is essential

for empathizing with and respecting
people different than ourselves..
echo@taylor.edu

3. It is impossible for a single film
to accurately display every group
and type of person in that group—
but where is the line where lack of
representation for a minority group
becomes a negative stereotype? I’m
not sure. However, filmmakers must
choose their actors wisely, as people
will take note of which groups are
underrepresented in film casts. My
fellow film major, sophomore Halie Owens, says that when a group is
underrepresented in movies, group
members might grow unaware of
their own capabilities.
Obviously, it’s important to portray people and groups accurately.
This has implications for filmmakers
and other artists—and for everyone
else. We must recognize the stereotypes in things we say and recognize
why groups may be offended by their

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
luke_wildman@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500–700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“We have so many talented players who all want the
best for each other. The hard part is picking the nine
that get to be on the field.”
A level playing field
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Junior Jared Adkins smashed his second home run in two days last Friday against Toccoa Falls.

Gould earns 400th victory

Baseball rebounds to
pummel Toccoa Falls

blast was Adkins’ second in as many
days. The lead lasted until the seventh
inning, when Toccoa Falls erupted for
Eric Andrews
six runs against the Trojans’ bullpen
to regain a 7–2 lead, the final of the
Sports Co-Editor
first game of the series.
Head coach Kyle Gould picked up
“We really didn’t give ourselves a
the 400th victory of his career in the chance in that game,” junior Sam
Trojans’ dugout last weekend, as the Weise said. “(Patton) pitched very
baseball team earned two wins in well throughout the first (six) inGeorgia against Toccoa Falls.
nings, but we just couldn’t provide
Gould entered the three-game se- much support.”
ries against Toccoa Falls in search
With two games on Saturday ahead
of the milestone after he earned of the team, the Trojans hoped to rehis 399th victory last Thursday bound from their disappointing defeat
against Reinhardt.
on Friday to earn Gould’s 400th victory.
The Trojans lost the series opener
The first inning appeared to be a
to Toccoa Falls on Friday by a score of continuation of the previous day’s
7–2. Despite giving up one run in the misfortune. Toccoa Falls’ offense fired
first inning, junior pitcher Matt Pat- on all cylinders to claim an early 3–0
ton tossed a good game for the Tro- lead. Despite the early barrage, senior
jans, settling in and shutting down pitcher Luke Hunter was not fazed,
Toccoa Falls in the final five innings settling in nicely as the game proof the six he pitched.
gressed. Hunter asserted his domiThe Trojans claimed a 2–1 lead in nance over the Toccoa Falls offense by
the third inning thanks to a two-run sending 11 of the last 14 Toccoa Falls
home run by junior Jared Adkins. The batters he faced back to the dugout.

A level playing field

Trojans look to utilize
well-balanced roster
Kayla Springer
Staff Writer

After a mission trip to sunny Florida
and the Dominican Republic this January, the softball team has returned
unified and ready for a strong start to
the 2016–17 season.
The team will look to the leadership
of eight returning seniors in Morgan
Allison, Jessie Britt, Maddie Cornell,
Lauren Ehle, Anna Gunderson Alex
Lovelace, Hannah Robbins and Briley Spencer. Newcomer Cassie Kuizin joins veteran Davis Carter to round
out the junior class, followed by seven returning sophomores and a large
group of 12 freshmen.
Despite a large roster, Ehle counts
the closeness of the team as one of
their greatest strengths.
“We all get along and care about
each other as people, which I think
can be rare on a team,” Ehle said. “I
think this team can do some really great things on the field, so I am
excited to see what we are able
to accomplish.”
Comradery is often what differentiates contenders from pretenders. A
tightly-knit team can often persevere
through adversity even if its talent is
not enough to get the job done.
Lovelace commented on the
unique unity of such a large group.
“I think our biggest strength for this
season is our depth and how much
we all love each other,” Lovelace said.

“We have so many talented players
who all want the best for each other.
The hard part is picking the nine that
get to be on the field.”
Head coach Brad Bowser, who is
entering his seventh season with
the Trojans, understands that, while
depth can be a blessing, it can also
create animosity among the players. Bowser has helped the team focus on being good teammates during
the off-season. In his words, the best
teams always have a blend of veterans and talented young players who
challenge each other.

With Hunter settled in on the
mound, the Trojans’ offense was able
to focus on putting runs of their own
on the scoreboard. The Trojans’ bats
came to life in the third inning, tallying five runs, including three from a
home run by junior Tanner Watson.
The Trojans tacked on two more runs
in the sixth inning and one more in
the seventh inning to round out the
landmark 8–3 victory.
Despite accomplishing the impressive milestone, Gould pointed to the players that earned those
400 victories.
“To say it’s an award for a coach is
totally missing the point,” Gould said.
“If I had been playing in all of those
games, we wouldn’t have won any
of them.”
The Trojans continued their onslaught of Toccoa Falls in the final
game of the series. Freshman Andrew
Kennedy earned the win on the mound
for the Trojans, while freshman Mitch
Ubelhor and sophomore Zak Eckerle
closed out pitching for the team.
According to Bowser, the team has
worked on taking care of the small
things it takes to win games. His hope
is that drilling details will translate into
game play; not necessarily in wins and
losses, but in doing things the right way.

“I think this team
can do some really
great things on
the field, so I am
excited to see
what we are able
to accomplish.”
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The Taylor offense finally struck
first, putting up two runs in the
first inning. The Trojans then exploded for a whopping 12 runs in
the third inning, largely thanks to
two three-run home runs by sophomore catcher Austin Mettica. Another four runs in the sixth inning
finished off an astounding 26 unanswered runs by the Taylor offense in
the series.

“To say it’s an
award for a coach
is totally missing
the point. If I had
been playing in
all of those games,
we wouldn’t have
won any of them.”

When the final out was recorded,
the Trojans had earned a convincing
18–0 victory.

“We had a good conversation after
the first game on Friday, and Saturday we were able to make the necessary adjustments from there,” Weise
said. “We were able to drive the ball
up and down the lineup and provide
our pitchers with more than enough
run support to get the job done.”
The Trojans will begin a seven
game stretch at home when they play
their home opener today against IUSouth Bend. The first pitch is scheduled for 3 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

“We have a great balance of players with different strengths, and we
will try to get the most out of that
strength,” Bowser said.
The softball team will take the
field for the first time this season

in a four-game series at Union College starting today at 1 p.m. The first
home game of the year is a doubleheader scheduled for Feb. 20 against
IU-Southeast at 5 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Senior Hannah Robbins headlines the Trojans’ pitching staff in 2017.

Photograph provided by Fayth Glock

Athlete of the Week

Ehle largely attributes the closeknit nature of the group to their Florida-Dominican Republic mission trip
over J-term. While on the trip, the
team bonded through practices, community service and time spent playing various sports with local residents.
“This season we were lucky enough
to go to warmer climates for J-term,
so we were able to do a lot more field
work than normal,” Lovelace said.
With the team now back in Upland, the focus has shifted to their
on-field preparation.

Logan Rodgers

Logan Rodgers

Which baseball player was named
Crossroads League pitcher-of-the-week?
A. Luke Hunter B. Logan Rodgers C. Clay Riggins

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!

Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: D. 734

Photograph by Sean Quillen

Card #16

Year

Senior

Hometown

Bloomington, Indiana

Position

Pitcher

Favorite quote

“You owe it to yourself to be the best you can
be—in baseball and in life.” – Pete Rose

Funniest teammate

Colin Eggleson

Favorite pre-game meal Pasta and grilled chicken

